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Web Content Filter

Web Content
Filtering
Why Choose SafeOver?
Block Pornography, Social Networking, Games, and Entertainment etc.
Increases Employee Productivity & Reduce Wastage of Bandwidth
by filtering
Completely Software & Cloud Based Web Content Filtering &
Blocking Solution
No Separate IT Expert or Firewall Hardware Box required
Available at a Very Low Cost Yearly Subscription basis
Easy Online Installation, Configurations & Instantly ready to Us

Intelliob SafeOver
A Web Content Filtering Software
that offers organization a safe and
protected internet experience for its
workforce by controlled filtering &
blocking of inappropriate, violent,
adult and unwanted social media
web content from website and
online business portals.

SafeOver Benefits
Prevent Loss of employee Productivity. Many a Organization incur huge loss in productivity due to employee activity on internet
like social networking site, surfing on porn or adult and inappropriate site content during work hours.
Enforcement of employment policies. Enforcement of employment policies that covers computer and internet usage rules and
regulations is the responsibility of the organization to implement and monitor for any breach.
Compliance to organizational legalities. Ensuring legal compliance across organization has been a major concern of many
businesses and the need is to prevent and protect yours and customer's valuable data to become vulnerable when exposed
to these inappropriate web sites and contents.
Optimum use of available network bandwidth and performance. Because of the above activities there is an increase in downloads
of related to these kind of contents which results in loss of valuable network bandwidth and performance.

|Business Applications

Cloud Based
SafeOver is a cloud based hybrid Web Content Filter solution and changing settings
of online management control panel will update all filtering applications connected
to it as per new settings. This saves time and technicians don't have to go to every
computer in the organization to apply the new filter settings.

Dynamic
Categorization

Filter Image &
Video

SafeOver incorporates Web
Categorization technology that is the
only 4th Generation web and URL
filter in the industry with providing
the most comprehensive and
accurate Global Database with realtime categorization engine, backend
categorization engine, reputation
data with analysis of malicious and
compromised website.

SafeOver incorporates Web
Categorization technology that is the
only 4th Generation web and URL
filter in the industry with providing
the most comprehensive and
accurate Global Database with realtime categorization engine, backend
categorization engine, reputation
data with analysis of malicious and
compromised website.

Easy
Administration

SSL HTTPS
Filtering

Easy to manage and configure with
Admin Control Panel. Leveraging on
the proprietory Global Database of
over 16 billion categorized URLs in
over 100 languages, and core
filtering engine for scanning these
URLs, safeover provides a
comprehensive reputation data
system for filtering images and
videos on keywords.

SSL and HTTPS Filtering. In addition
to HTTPS and SSL filtering, SafeOver
provides unique approach to
encrypted traffic filtering tat enables
fast and effective filtering without
jeopardizing security certificates.

NASSCOM
MEMBER

ISO 9001:2008

Visit www.safeover.com to learn more
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